Tibeto-Burman historical linguistics has relied heavily on the spelling of Burmese and Tibetan words as found in standard modern dictionaries, at the expense of the earliest attested records. This examination of the development of the Burmese vowel system, in the light of early Burmese philological data and comparisons to Old Chinese and Old Tibetan, facilitates a refined understanding of Burmese historical phonology and the reconstruction of Tibeto-Burman.
INTRODUCTION
James Matisoff (1968) and David Bradley (1979: 16) have inappropriately criticised the trailblazing monograph of Robbins Burling (1967) for the omission of Written Burmese (WrB) data. 1 Burling explicitly set himself the goal of reconstructing Lolo-Burmese (LB) without recourse to WrB (1967: 3) and did exactly thus. It may be that to arrive at a definitive reconstruction of LB due consideration of written evidence is a sine qua non, but a definitive reconstruction was not Burling's goal and indeed is everywhere and always a will-o'-the-wisp. The goal of comparative linguistics is not the invention of unattested languages but rather the explanation of systematic relationships among attested languages; progress in reconstruction is a by-product of increasingly precise statements of such relationships. Knowing what reconstructions the modern languages support independent of written evidence is itself a worthwhile scientific goal -one appreciated by Robert Hall, who reconstructed protoRomance (1976) , and no less appreciated by Robert Jones (1988) , who undertook a reconstruction of proto-Burmese on the basis of the Burmese dialects, without recourse to WrB. Far from lamenting, one should laud such explicit statements of methodology, which specify the evidence to be considered and the limitations this evidence imposes.
Matisoff and Bradley appear unaware that their criticism of Burling, namely, that he ignores at his peril the written records of Burmese, may be applied equally to their own research: these two scholars largely leave aside the evidence of Old Burmese (OB). WrB is an idealised standard reflecting the usage of no specific time or place, whereas OB reflects the usage of Burmese speakers in Pagan at the time of the Pagan dynasty (1113 ( -1287 .
2 While the exclusion of written records entirely may sharpen our epistemological acumen, the use of WrB as opposed to OB cannot be defended on methodological grounds. This ignorance of OB vitiates many of Matisoff and Bradley's reconstructions. For example, Bradley reconstructs *m-rwe 1 (Bradley 1979: 298 #60a) for 'snake' on the basis of WrB mrwe where OB has mruy. The OB forms agree not only with Tibetan sbrul and Chinese (0572a), but also with the Burmish and Loloish languages. 3 Matisoff suffers from a similar over-reliance on WrB; as will be discussed below, he reconstructs Proto-Tibeto-Burman (TB) *wa on the basis of WrB, even against the clear-cut correspondence of OB o, WrT o and OC o.
Bradley's use of WrB may further be criticised because his goal is the reconstruction not of LB but of Loloish. In such a project, Burmese should be used only as a point of reference external to the family, which can help to determine the direction of a sound change; instead, Bradley freely projects features of WrB directly into proto-Loloish. For example, Bisu maintains -l-after velars (Bradley 1979: 124, 134 ), but does not have an -l-in the word for 'wash'. Consequently it is odd that Bradley reconstructs 'wash' as *klo 2 (1979: 358 #678) . Following the relevant chart of correspondences (1979: 134) , the only possible reconstruction is *kr-. In this case Bradley has let WrB khyuih _ < OB khluiwh _ 'wash' point the way. 4 In another case Bradley's reconstructs *rwa 1 'village ' (1979: 326-7 #355c) on the basis of Burmese rw a 'village' alone. He reconstructs a proto-Loloish word on the sole basis of a nonLoloish language.
Such problems in the reconstruction of proto-Loloish highlight the danger of using a 'stepwise' approach in the reconstruction of Proto-TB, whereby one first reconstructs the subgroups and subsequently compares the reconstructed branches, instead of directly comparing languages from different subgroups. Although the reconstruction of subgroups is a wholly worthwhile enterprise, the comparison of reconstructed languages cannot substitute for the direct comparison of the earliest attested languages of the family. Any reconstruction is provisional, and a reconstruction based upon reconstructions incorporates all the errors made in the constituent reconstructions. In addition, cognates found in the older written languages but lacking in the modern languages will be missed entirely by a stepwise approach. Like Burling's pioneering work, this essay seeks to explicate the systematic relationships among a limited number of attested languages. I propose to identify sound correspondences among OB, Old Tibetan (OT) and Old Chinese (OC), with a particular focus on the diachronic development of the Burmese vowel system. 5 I use OT and OC to identify whether a given Burmese vowel is conservative or innovative. When any two of the three languages agree, I generally take that value as original. For example, in the word for 'fish' Burmese ( _ n ah _ ) and Chinese ( ) have a velar nasal, whereas Tibetan (n˜a) has a palatal nasal. In this case Burmese retains the original form. In contrast, for the word 'six' Tibetan (drug) and Chinese ( ) have the vowel -u-, whereas Burmese khrok 'six' has the vowel -o-. In this case the Burmese vowel -o-is an innovation. Democracy is, however, not always a sure guide. If a distinction exists in one language which cannot be accounted for as a conditioned split with reference to the other two languages, it is prudent to project the distinction onto the proto-language. A good instance of such a case is the distinction in Chinese between a and M (cf . Table 1 ). However, it is imprudent to reconstruct all idiosyncratic correspondences into proto-Tibeto-Burman. 6 Irregularities in the correspondences I point out in the footnotes.
In those cases where the Burmese vowel is innovative, a cursory look at Loloish or Burmish languages provides some indication of the node of the Stammbaum at which the innovation 3 Dempsey reconstructs *-uj in proto-North-Burmish for 'snake ' (2003: 82) on the basis of such forms as Xiandao Achang mruj, Lashi mju, Zaiwa muj. The Loloish forms such as Lahu Lisu hu 3 and Akha also appear compatible with a vowel *u. Bradley himself appears to acknowledge his own mistake a few years later (1985: 187) . 4 Tibetan Ökru 'wash' (present past bkrus, future bkru, imperative khrus) agrees with Bisu.
5
To my knowledge this is the first paper to attempt such a comparison. Gong Hwang-cherng (1980; 1995) compared WrB, WT and OC in a reconstruction now quite outdated. 6 With the term 'Tibeto-Burman' I name the Ursprache of which Burmese, Chinese, and Tibetan are all descended without prejudice concerning the Stammbaum of this family. occurred. A systematic re-evaluation of Proto-LB or Proto-Burmish lies beyond the task at hand.
Conventions
Tibetan is here transliterated in the Library of Congress system, with the exception that the letter is transliterated as 'h# ' rather than an apostrophe. 7 The transliteration of Burmese also follows the Library of Congress system with several small modifications. 8 For Chinese I provide the character, followed by Baxter's Middle Chinese (1992) , 9 an OC reconstruction compatible with the current version of Baxter and Sagart's system, 10 and the character number in Karlgren (1964 Karlgren ( [1957 ). I cite OT from my own knowledge.
11 OB is cited after Nishi (1999) and Luce (1985) . In many cases I cite a WrB form, but reconstruct an OB equivalent following the well-attested changes between these two languages (Yanson 2006) . In citations of the Burmish languages 'D' refers to Dempsey (2003) , 'M' to Mann (1998) , 'N' to Nishi (1999) and 'Y' to Yabu (1982) .
WRITTEN BURMESE AND OLD BURMESE
Many researchers have deemed the WrB vowel system too messy and asymmetrical to be suitable for use in comparative reconstruction without first being subjected to internal reconstruction (Miller 1956; Pulleyblank 1963; Gong [1980 ). In earlier publications I substituted the apostrophe of the Library of Congress with 'h'. However, because the letter 'h' has a quite different meaning in the transliteration of Burmese employed here, it would cause confusion if used for the Tibetan letter also. Since the Tibetan letter represents a voiced velar fricative, 'h# ' seems an appropriate transliteration (cf. Hill 2005 Hill , 2009b ).
8
The visarga, which corresponds in modern spoken Burmese to the heavy tone, is transliterated 'h _ ' as in Sanskrit. Creaky tone is represented as '/'. I also use w instead of v and au instead of o'.
9
Like Baxter in his own recent work, I use 'ae' and 'ea' in place of his original 'ae' and 'e'. I do not, however, follow him in changing 'Ø' to '+'.
10
The current version of Baxter and Sagart's OC system has not yet been published. In general it is similar to the system presented in Sagart (1999) , with the changes that type (b) syllables are unmarked and type (a) syllables are marked (following Norman 1994) with phargynealised initials. The current version also posits final -r for Xiesheng series which mix final -n and -j, and uvulars for Xiesheng series that mix velar and glottal initials (cf. Sagart & Baxter 2009 ).
11
To my previous discussion of OT lexicographical resources (Hill 2009a: 179) one can add Imaeda et al. (2007) and Iwao et al. (2009). 12 Other orthographic rimes do occasionally occur, in particular due to an induced creaky tone or the representation of foreign words; but there is no need to consider such rimes here. Throughout this essay I take the romanised value of letters at face value, although there is considerable controversy about the phonetic value in some cases (e.g. ui cf. Nishida 1955: 21-2; Pulleyblank 1963: 217; Miller 1956: 34; Yanson 1990: 84; 2006: 114; Dempsey 2001: 206-11) . There is no harm in doing so, because, if a correspondence to a Burmese segment is found consistently in another language, this correspondence will hold irrespective of the phonetic value of the Burmese segment. I take -m˘to be an orthographic variant of -m.
There are four sets of asymmetries in this vowel system: (1) Because the ancestor of WrB, namely OB, is itself directly attested, there is no need to use WrB in comparative linguistics, except when an OB attestation for a particular word is lacking.
13 A number of sound changes are directly observable in the transition from OB to WrB. All instances of the vowel e are innovative, resulting from the changes iy>e and uy>we (Nishida 1955: 28-9; Pulleyblank 1963: 217; Wun 1975: 88) . Cases of open syllable ui were originally accompanied by a final glide -w (i.e. OB uiw > WrB ui, cf. Pulleyblank 1963: 217; Yanson 2006: 112) . The rimes uik and uin[ occur only in loanwords 14 (Luce 1985: I.100; Pulleyblank 1963: 217) ; although they form part of OB synchronic phonology, they may be ignored for the purposes of comparative linguistics. The sequence -wa-originates from vowel breaking of an original o (Nishida 1955: 30-33; Wun 1975: 89; Dempsey 2001: 222-3) . The vowel o which gave rise to wa will be marked o 1 in order to distinguish this o from the cases of o which remain in WrB (noted o 2 ).
15 With the exception of two grammatical morphemes, the 
The instability of OB orthography complicates the synchronic analysis of OB phonology. I have not undertaken the kind of thorough philological investigation that would be needed to establish a definitive analysis, but rather rely on the existing secondary literature. The results arrived at are necessarily provisional. 14 Matisoff gives TB etymologies to some closed-syllable Burmese words with the vowel ui. In particular I find WrB khruin[ / 'cave' and khyuin [ / 'valley' (2003: 287) . His evidence for the TB heritage of khruin[ / 'cave' is rather slim. For 'valley' a better comparandum to OT klun[ is OB khlon[ < proto-Burmish*khlun[ (vide infra).
15
Ultimately it would be useful to distinguish these two vowels phonetically. The relevant data for doing so are largely at hand: the vowel o 1 deriving from *o occurs in all positions and changed into -wa-early in the history of Burmese writing; the vowel o 2 derives from *u and occurs only before velars. To those who may find subscript numbers an overly mechanical or agnostic device for distinguishing these vowels, apart form pointing out that h 1 , h 2 and h 3 have served Indo-Europeanists well, I can only agree with Wittgenstein: 'Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, daru¨ber muß man schweigen [That which one cannot speak of one must be silent about]'.
vowel o 2 does not occur in open syllables (Yanson 1990: 68) ; 16 open syllable o 2 can thus be excluded from consideration. The vowel ai is written ay in the Myazedi inscription, and may be analysed thus (Pulleyblank 1963: 216) . Nishi demonstrates that OB kept an and at distinct as finals from an˜and ac (1974).
17
The vowel represented with the letter requires special comment. The position of this letter in the alphabet suggests the value of a 'long o'. The Library of Congress system recommends the transliteration -o' based purely on the graphic similarity of the hook on the upper right part of the letter to the vir ama, transliterated similarly. One might also transliterate this vowel as -au, viewing it as structurally equivalent to a Devan agar . The paleographic origin of this symbol and the phonetic value in the OB period of those words written today with this symbol are topics deserving further study. 18 Matisoff transcribes all examples of 'o' in WrB as <au> (2003: xl) and Gong regards open syllable o as deriving from *aw (1980: 5-6) . Although it may be unwarranted, there appears to be precedence for analysing o in the level tone as -au. Here I will assume that words written with this symbol were indeed pronounced -au in OB. One must however bear in mind that this assumption is likely to be revised in light of future research.
When WrB is used in historical linguistics it should always be used with these changes in mind. For example, although I have not located an OB equivalent of WrB sw ah˘'tooth' and leh˘'heavy', the corresponding OB forms can be predicted to be *soh˘and *liyh˘on the basis of well-known historical phonology. Such a practice is essentially philological and concomitantly is more secure than reconstruction.
Reflecting the known origin of various WrB rimes in OB, Table 3 presents the rimes of OB; the tone categories are not separated out because tone is not generally indicated in OB texts. The system of rimes of OB is more elegant and symmetric than that of WrB. The vowels e and ai of WrB, with their odd distribution, are no longer present. The origin of WrB wa from OB o 1 explains the absence of palatals after wa in WrB. Elsewhere achievements are more limited. The words khau 'call' and rau 'whither' are given Tibeto-Burman comparanda below (cf. Matisoff 2003: 225) . The spelling of these two words remain to be confirmed in OB texts. 17 Nishi points out that the difference between -an and -an˜in OB corresponds to the distinction between -n˜and -n˜n˜in later WrB (Nishi 1974: iv, 16) . 18 Yanson's observation that with the exception of two grammatical morphemes o 2 does not occur in open syllables in OB (1990: 68) suggests that if such words are attested in OB they are written with a different vowel.
The vowels o 2 and ui still have odd distributions. The absence of *un[ , *uk, *uw and *in[ , *ik, *iw remain as gaps. The palatal finals continue to occur only after the vowel a.
These remaining asymmetries give rise to a number of temptations in phonemic analysis. Common strategies include analysing o 2 as ⁄ au ⁄ (Pulleyblank 1963: 216; Matisoff 2003: xl) Gong [1980 : 4-6), analysing ac and an˜as ⁄ ik ⁄ and ⁄ iN ⁄ (Pulleyblank 1963: 218; Gong [1980 : 4-6), analysing ui as ⁄ o ⁄ (Yanson 2006 : 112), ⁄ uw ⁄ (Gong 2002 [1980 : 4-6), or ⁄ iw ⁄ (Pulleyblank 1963: 217) and analysing o 1 as ⁄ wa ⁄ (Pulleyblank 1963 : 216, Gong 2002 [1980 Matisoff 2003: 167) . Although all such proposals are plausible, the methods of internal reconstruction alone provide no means to adjudicate among them. Different decisions lead to different vowel charts. i (Pulleyblank 1963: 218) a i u (Gong [1980 : 4-6) a i u e o (Yanson 2006: 112) ai a au Such divergent analyses cannot equally reflect the truth. In order to decide among proposals for internal reconstruction, one must test any hypothesis against comparative evidence.
DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS OF OLD BURMESE VOWELS
Either a vowel of OB reflects a retention of the TB Ursprache, or OB will have changed the original value of the vowel. If the Burmese vowel is an innovation, it should be possible to isolate whether the innovation occurred before or after the break up of Proto-LB or Proto-Burmish. Determining the juncture on the Stammbaum at which a given innovation occurred also enables an overall sketch of the vowel systems of Proto-TB, Proto-LB and Proto-Burmish. A proposed vowel chart for Proto-TB is provided in the concluding section.
Burmese retentions from Proto-TB
In some environments the Proto-TB vowels *a, *u, *o and *i remain unchanged in all three languages, OB, WrT and OC (cf . Tables 4-7) . Although a number of scholars have drawn attention to the beautifully straightforward correspondence of OB o, WrT o, and OC o (Wun 1975: 89; Nishida 1972: 258; P an 2000: 19-20; Dempsey 2001: 222-5) , it has remained unnoticed in the work of others (Pulleyblank 1963: 216; Gong [1980 Matisoff 2003: 167) . The Burmese reflexes of Proto-TB *i in open syllables require some discussion. OB iy corresponds regularly to i in WrT and ij in OC. At face value, the comparison with Chinese suggests that the final -y of -iy in the Burmese forms is original, and that Tibetan has lost the final -y [j]. Dempsey, however, points out that Baxter does not have the final -i in his version of OC, and since there is thus no contrast between -i and -ij in Chinese, these Chinese forms in no way discourage the reconstruction *-i (2001: 214). Although some authors suggest that -iy was not pronounced [ij] in OB (e.g. Yanson 1990: 72-5; Dempsey 2001: 211-16) , because OB has a structural opposition among ay, iy, oy and uy, it is necessary to analyse iy phonemically as ⁄ iy ⁄ ; analyses of the form ⁄ Vy ⁄ using any vowel other than ⁄ i ⁄ are unavailable, and analyses of some other structure (e.g. without the final glide) would diverge too far the epigraphic data to be credible.
If one interprets the letter as ⁄ au ⁄ this vowel also can be regarded as a retention from PTB (cf . Table 8 ).
Old Burmese innovations from Proto-TB

WrB a < Proto-TB *M
In several examples WrB a corresponds to WrT a and OC M (cf. Table 9 , and Jacques forthcoming). The distinction in Chinese between M and a, which no researcher has attempted to account for as a phonetically conditioned Chinese innovation, nonetheless warrants that these vowels be separately reconstructed in PTB. The vowel -o-in the Tibetan WrT dom 'bear' can be explained as a result of an original labio-velar (Hill 2011) . The vowel -o-in h# dom-pa 'fathom n.' and srog 'life' and the -r-in srog 'life' still require explanation.
WrB i < Proto-TB *e
In some words WrB i corresponds to WrT e (cf. Table 10). Table 11) ; it is, however, difficult to confirm the correctness of this reconstruction on the basis of the five available cognates alone. Dempsey reconstructs the vowel *e in Proto-North Burmish for 'big', 'penis' and 'fire ' (2003: 74-5 ; cf. Table 12) . 24 The word 'know' Dempsey, however, reconstructs with the vowel -e-(2003: 76). Whether true or not because a distinction between -e-and -e-cannot be set up on the basis of Tibetan and Burmese alone, I will disregard it here. At the current state of research it is difficult to be certain at what juncture in the Stammbaum the change of Proto-TB *e to OB *i took place.
3.2.3. OB a < Proto-TB *i and *e Shafer suggests WrT -ig corresponds to WrB -ac, and WrT -in[ to WrB -an˜, reconstructing the Tibetan value as original (1940: 311, 1941: 20-21) . Miller (1956: 39) and Pulleyblank (1963: 218) repeat these suggestions. Nishi further specifies three origins for Burmese -ac and -an˜in Proto-LB, namely *ik, *it and *yat, and *iN, *in and *yan (1974) . He provides convincing evidence that, although *ik, *it and *iN, *in had merged by the time of OB, yat and yan remained distinct from them in the early period.
Dempsey questions the importance of Tibetan for reconstructing the origins of -ac and -an˜, pointing to other languages which suggest -e-(2001: 217). He mentions that Indic loanwords with the rimes -et and -ek are adapted into WrB with the rime -ac (2001: 218). Such loanword evidence is not conclusive; if OB lacked the rimes -et and -ek, it is equally possible that the rime -ac was perceived to be phonetically most appropriate as an equivalent to a foreign -et or -ek.
Dempsey concludes somewhat vaguely that -ac 'was used to represent the convergence of both a rime with a low vowel, more fronted than -ak, and also a rime with a mid vowel having either -t or -k as a final stop ' (2001: 218) . Evidence from Chinese suggests that Dempsey is correct to distinguish two separate vowels as sources for -ac; Burmese -ac and -an˜correspond both to i and to e in OC.
Because there is no obvious conditioning environment for a split of *i into e and i in OC, OB and WrT must be taken to have merged originally distinct *e and *i in these cases. The question naturally arises whether the merger of Proto-TB *e and *i occurred between Proto-TB and Proto-LB, between Proto-LB and Proto-Burmish, or between Proto-Burmish and Burmese.
Matisoff reconstructs *ek and *et in Proto-LB (1972), 25 but considering Matisoff's evidence, Nishi (1974: 9) concludes: mata *ek to *et no matsubi oto no kubetsu ha, LB gengo no tai okei kara dakedeha fukan o dearushi, donoy ona boin wo suitei subekikamo fumei dearu.
[Not only is it not possible to distinguish the finals of *ek and *et only on the basis of the corresponding forms of LB languages, even the type of vowel it is necessary to postulate is unclear].
Even if one accepts Matisoff's reconstructions, his examples of *e do not occur in words where OC has e (cf. Nishi 1974: 9), and therefore cannot be taken as counterevidence to the merger of Proto-TB *e and *i in Proto-LB. Although Bradley also accepts that Proto-Loloish has the rimes *et and *ek (1979: 196) , he reconstructs *i in Proto-Loloish for all of the relevant examples.
By the time of Proto-Burmish, the vowels Proto-TB *e and *i have unambiguously merged before velars. 34 The Proto-Burmish finals do remain velars, not having become palatals as they have in Burmese.
It is noteworthy that Burmese does not have the rime an˜corresponding to OC iN but only to OC eN. Perhaps the distinction between e and i in OC provides a conditioning environment to account for the two divergent correspondences of Burmese, namely ac and an˜to WrT in[ . This hypothesis suggests the sound changes *eN>an˜, *iN>ac. Such a suggestion remain speculative, however, because of the small number of examples on which it is based. Combining this proposal with the knowledge that *e and *i merged before velars, and the change of *-e to -i in open syllables, a parsimonious description of the combined effects of these changes as ordered sound changes would be: (1) TB *iN > *ik, (2) *e > i, (3) *iN, *in > OB an˜and *ik, *it > OB ac.
3.2.4. OB o 2 < Proto-Burmish *u Written Burmese o occurs only before velars (Yanson 1990: 68) , where it corresponds to u in WrT and OC (cf . Table 16 ). Maung Wun first pointed out that this correspondence suggests that the Burmese o 2 is of secondary origin (Wun 1975 (Wun : 88, originally written in 1937 . Miller interprets this correspondence similarly, reconstructing *u in Proto-TB (1956: 39) . Gong Dempsey reconstructs 'year' with the rime *-ek for Proto-North Burmish (2003: 100) , and 'neck' and 'name' with the rime *-eN for Proto-North Burmish (2003: 89) . These reconstructions are in keeping with his view that -e-and noti-is the vowel behind -ac and -an˜. Even if one accepts his reconstructions, the result is still a merger of *e and *i.
explicitly formulates the sound changes Proto-TB *un[ > WrB on [ and Proto-TB *uk>WrB ok (2002[1980] : 4). Dempsey also supports the change Proto-TB *uk>WrB ok (2001: 223).
Burmish languages suggest that the change u>o took place after the breakup of ProtoBurmish (cf . Table 17) , leading Dempsey to reconstruct *uk in Proto-North Burmish for 'six ' (2003: 97) .
36
One would expect Proto-LB to also have u in these cases (cf . Table 18 ); Bradley, however, reconstructs -o-almost certainly on the basis of WrB; these reconstructions merit reconsideration. Bradley does not reconstruct the rime *uN in Proto-LB (1979: 187) . One may therefore suggest that all instances of his *oN be revised to *uN. Bradley does distinguish *uk and *ok (1979: 195-7) . According to the chart of correspondences on p. 196, this distinction is primarily based on the Lahu reflex. In his system, Burmese collapses *uk and *ok into ok. Matisoff appears to have formerly agreed with Bradley but now to see the evidence of Lahu as insufficient for distinguishing *uk and *ok in LB, instead favouring *uk in all cases (2003: 379, n. 59) .
OB uiw < Proto-TB *uw and *-Mw
The vowel OB uiw regularly corresponds to u in WrT and either u or o in OC (cf . Table 19 ). Miller reconstructs this correspondence as s, which is also the symbol he uses for the Burmese vowel represented as ui in the Duroiselle system (1956: 39) . This is a rather mechanical approach which accounts neither for the Chinese reflexes nor for the presence of the -w in OB.
Dempsey, who sees Burmese and North Burmish as the two sub-branches of the Burmish family (2003: 59), derives this rime from Proto-TB *u, which he explains becomes -Mw in Burmese and *aw in Proto-North Burmish (he mentions the words 'nine', 'steal', 'breast', 'sky' Postulating u > aw >Mw in Burmese would have led to a merger of Proto-TB *aw and Proto-TB *u in Burmese, which did not take place (cf. Dempsey 2003: 69 for *au).
Dempsey's explanation, however, does not account for the distinct outcome of Proto-TB *u in open syllables as ui and u (in words like 'person' or 'him') in Burmese (cf. Table 5 ). He seems to have overlooked these words.
I propose to reconstruct the correspondence of WrB ui with WrT u and OC u as *uw. The correspondence of WrB ui with WrT u and OC o is difficult. The existence of *aw in Old Chinese renders such a reconstruction unavailable. Since OC lacks -Mw, this possibility is available for PTB reconstruction. I therefore suggest the correspondence of WrB ui with WrT u and OC o be reconstructed as -Mw. These reconstructions account for the -w in OB as a retention.
3.2.6. OB u < Proto-TB *ow
In some cases proto-Burmish u corresponds to o in WrT and OC (cf . Table 21 ). This correspondence is difficult to reconstruct. It is tempting to see it as *o, but this reconstruction has already been used for the correspondence of OB o, WrT o and OC o. Matisoff reconstructs this correspondence as *ow, and I see no reason to object to this suggestion. Table 22 presents the rimes of proto-Tibeto-Burman arrived at here. The system of finals established here for Proto-TB is still not a perfectly balanced system: it lacks *en, *ey, *et, *ew, *Mn, *My, *Mt, *Mp, and *iw. I do not claim that Proto-TB itself lacked such rimes, but simply that evidence for them has not come up in this investigation of the history of Burmese vowels.
CONCLUSIONS
For convenience of reference it is perhaps useful to summarise those points where this investigation has let to different conclusions from those of other researchers. I reject the TB provenance of two WrB words put forward by Matisoff (khruin[ / 'cave', khyuin[ / 'valley') . I reject Bradley's reconstruction of the rimes *-we, *-ok and *-on[ in LB, favouring *-uy, *-uk 
